describe the frequency accessed and the f d a c k The paper ends with a discensiaaof its U S CADDET home page system. p w incIuding the number of times szllee itskception, and the types of users Next we @pesOfCADDET information have been by ' At the heart of the CADDET operation is a computerized Register of information on more than 1,600 energy technology demonstration projects. Each of the 15 countries that belong to CADDET have contributed Register entries describing demonstrations in their countries. A majority of these entries focus on technologies for increasing the efficiency of energy use in buildings and industrial processes. Agriculture, transportation, utilities, and other end uses are also represented, but to a lesser degree. A total of 358 entries describe U.S. demonstration projects.
CADDET also produces technical brochures, which provide expanded information on key technologies represented in the CADDET Register. Each brochure describes the technology being demonstrated, the setting, the cost of the project and the energy saved, other findings concerning the operation of the technology, and individuals who can be contacted for further information. The most in-depth of the CADDET products are the Analysis Reports. These reports use experts from alI CADDET member countries to compare the technical and economic results of selected demonstration projects on a particular technology. Sixteen analysis reports have been produced to date. Finally, CADDET also produces quarterly Newsletters, which are currently distributed to over 10,000 subscribers world-wide. Each issue focuses on a specific technical topic and features international articles, news items, abstracts of recent publications, and meeting notices.
CADDET INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET
A range of traditional promotional techniques are employed by the DOE, ORNL, and the U.S. CADDET National Team to make potential audiences aware of the energy efficiency information available from CADDET. In addition, in November of 1994, the United States became the first CADDET member country to make CADDET information available on the Internet. The address for the the U.S. CADDET-energy efficiency home page is:
HTTP:/fmvw.orni.gov/CADDET/caddet.htm1.
The U.S. CADDET home page (Figure 1 ) allows users to view all of their options before beginning a customized search. In particular, links to five additional pages are listed and described.
By selecting the first page, "About CADDET," users are provided background information on CADDET, including an overview of the Center's goals, information products, and organizational structure (Figure 2) .
The second page introduces users to the CADDET database of information on demonstration projects (Figure 3) . From there, the user can elect to conduct a query of the 358 entries that describe the technical and economic performance of energy efficiency technologies demonstrated in the U.S. For instance, a search for the term "motor" in the abstract of the U.S. entries identified 14 projects ( Figure  4) . From that point, the user could access the abstract and 1 1 1 documentation for each of these 14 entries. CADDET analysis reports are the subject of the fourth page. Here, the user can obtain a list of the 16 analysis reports that have been published to date (Figure 7 ), along with information about how to purchase them. In addition, a short abstract of each report can be accessed, such as the summary of "Industrial Drying Technologies," which is shown in Figure 8 .
Finally, the user may elect to complete a CADDET End-user Form (Figures 9 and  10 ). This form, also called an "electronic coupon" asks users to provide feedback about CADDET information and offers them a chance to request additional information.
The pages shown in Figures 5 through 8 were added to the CADDET home page system on December 15. Thus, the usage figures for these pages presented below are based only on a half-month period of Internet accessibility. If you would l h information sent to you on how to obtain CADDET products, or how to submit project infonnation for review as a potential CADDET product, please complete the CADDET End-user Form . CADDET (see description below) Designed to assist end-users, each brochure gives acomprehensive descriptton of the project illwmEd with photographs and diagrams. The aims and background to the project are given with a description of the technology how it is applied and a full breakdown of costs end savings. A concise summary and contacts for more informah are &o included. 
USERS OF THE U.S. CADDJ3THOME PAGE
From January 1,1995, to December 3 I, 1995, there b e been more than 10,000 "hits" on the U.S. CADDET home page system. These ''hits" have increased fiom approximately 550 in Jammy to I200 m December. The steady gruwth in the usage 0ftheU.S. CADDEThor~epageissho~inErgurefE.
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More than threequartas (spedically, 4,703) of these hits were fiom the United States, and 1,371, or 23% wexe fiom other cuuntrks. h t r i e s accessing the home page span the gIobe, bot the greatest numbers of users ontside of the U.S. are from Canada and Europe. The results shown in Table 1 (and statistics on users from previous months) suggest that users in industrialized countries are accessing the U.S. CADDET information much more extensively than are users elsewhere in the world. Thus, overall these statistics indicate that the CADDET databases on the Internet can reach a large number of users with information about energy-efficient technologies. However, these same statistics also underscore the need to supplement the Internet with other forms of outreach that better meet the needs of users in countries of Eastern Europe, the Former Soviet Union, and the developing world.
Affiliations for 719 of the 724 United States users (in December 1995) could be determined from their e-mail address extensions. Government agencies account for more than a third (37%) of the users. However, if the usage of just one of these organizations is removed (the 105 hits from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory), this percentage drops substantially to 27%. The next most frequent users are commercial organizations, which comprise 30% of the users in December. Educational institutions account for 1 5%, and non-profit organizations account for 2%. The remaining 16% of the users accessed the U.S. CADDET home page via a network service, which does not allow identification of organizational affiliations.
To the extent that these affiliations are representative of both international and domestic users, we can conclude that U.S. CADDET home page is being used by many of the audiences that are being targeted. However, it is also likely that small, resourceconstrained businesses, educational organizations, government agencies, and non-profit organizations are under-represented within the large categories of users described above.
A recent survey of Internet users in North America found that Web users typically are upscale (25% have incomes of more than $SO,OOO), educated (64% with at least college degrees), and professionals (50% are professional or managerial) (Nielsen Media Research, 1995) . These same segments are likely to be more receptive than many other groups to information about newly demonstrated energy efficiency technologies. However, until the Internet has penetrated beyond these early adopters to broader segments of the population, the Internet w i l l only partially meet the marketing needs of CADDET. As Hummel (1995, pp. 1-2) concluded in his analysis of the potential for utilities to provide customer services and marketing on the Internet, "Radio, television, telephone, print advertising, and mail service are still the predominant media for communicating with customers, [although] the technology of inter-networked computers is promising to make a quantum leap in usage."
TYPES OF INFORMATION ACCESSED BY USERS
The nature of the information accessed by users in December 1995 is portrayed in Figure 12 . This graphic indicates that many users are probing the CADDET information in considerable detail.
